Osterhout Design Group Partners with Paramount Pictures
to Showcase the Future of In-Flight Entertainment
San Francisco, California, September 21, 2015 - Osterhout Design Group
(ODG), the leading Smart Glasses designer and manufacturer, today announced it will be
attending the Airline Passenger Experience Association (APEX) and International Flight
Services Association (IFSA) EXPO in Portland, Oregon to showcase the future of in-flight
computing and entertainment with its new R-7 Smart Glasses and content provided by
Paramount Pictures.
“As a fully-connected mobile computing platform, the R-7 allows airlines’
passengers to privately browse the web, check emails, and run Android applications,
while also delivering cutting edge entertainment and virtual experiences that cannot be
achieved with tablets or traditional in-flight screens,” said Pete Jameson, COO of ODG.
“Our technology is ideal for first class passengers, private-flight environments, or airlines
simply looking to provide a best-in-class experience for their customers, and we look
forward to demonstrating it at the APEX/IFSA EXPO.”
ODG’s R-7 are the world’s most advanced Smart Glasses featuring stunning ultratransparent 3D stereoscopic displays and packed with innovative technologies in a small,
light and sleek design. R-7 requires no external computing or other support and delivers
an unparalleled user experience of display clarity, on-board processing power and system
accuracy. The Glasses offer gaming, Augmented Reality, and simulate a floating 65-inch
HDTV.
“ODG’s Smart Glasses deliver crystal clear audio visual quality perfect for showing
Paramount content,” said Joan Filippini, Paramount’s SVP, Non-Theatrical Distribution.
“While wearing ODG’s glasses, airline passengers can now watch both 2D and 3D movies
and receive an unforgettable experience. This will be a compelling element in the future of
in-flight entertainment."
ODG will be located at booth #335. For more information about ODG and its
products, visit: www.osterhoutgroup.com
About ODG
San Francisco-based Osterhout Design Group (ODG) was founded in 1999 as a
technology incubator and today is focused on revolutionizing wearable technologies and
developing innovative and sophisticated situational awareness, security and firstresponder solutions for government, enterprise and ultimately, consumer markets. The
company is privately held with over 80 employees.
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